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All the Things We Lost

2017-06-03

after her mother s death eighteen year old katie
finds herself in a town she never thought she d
see again lost in turmoil and sadness a ray of
hope shines brightly when she comes face to face
with julian for the first time in years however he
isn t the same boy she left behind reserved and
covered in bruises everyone in river valley avoids
him rumors of his activities run rampant despite
his cold attitude toward her and her own sadness
katie can t keep her thoughts from straying to her
childhood friend julian is barely keeping it
together he s the sole provider for his family
after his dad leaves his dreams to go to college
are ruined even his relationship with his older
brother leaves its mark but katie s back in town
and is stirring feelings in him he thought were
lost forever can they find hope and love in each
other or will the struggle to survive their
desperate situations prove too much

Things We Lost to the Water

2022-04-26

a captivating novel about an immigrant vietnamese
family who settles in new orleans and struggles to
remain connected to one another as their lives are
inextricably reshaped this stunning debut is vast
in scale and ambition while luscious and inviting
in its intimacy the new york times book review
when huong arrives in new orleans with her two
young sons she is jobless homeless and worried
about her husband cong who remains in vietnam as
she and her boys begin to settle in to life in
america she continues to send letters and tapes
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back to cong hopeful that they will be reunited
and her children will grow up with a father but
with time huong realizes she will never see her
husband again while she attempts to come to terms
with this loss her sons tuan and binh grow up in
their absent father s shadow haunted by a man and
a country trapped in their memories and
imaginations as they push forward the three adapt
to life in america in different ways huong gets
involved with a vietnamese car salesman who is
also new in town tuan tries to connect with his
heritage by joining a local vietnamese gang and
binh now going by ben embraces his adopted
homeland and his burgeoning sexuality their search
for identity as individuals and as a family
threatens to tear them apart un til disaster
strikes the city they now call home and they are
suddenly forced to find a new way to come together
and honor the ties that bind them

When We Lost Our Heads

2022-02-08

every decent friendship comes with a drop of
hatred but that hatred is like honey in the tea it
makes it addictive charismatic marie antoine is
the daughter of the richest man in 19th century
montreal she has everything she wants except for a
best friend until clever scheming sadie arnett
moves to the neighborhood immediately united by
their passion and intensity marie and sadie
attract and repel each other in ways that thrill
them both their games soon become tinged with risk
even violence forced to separate by the adults
around them they spend years engaged in acts of
alternating innocence and depravity and when a
singular event brings them back together the
dizzying effects will upend the city traveling
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from a repressive finishing school to a vibrant
brothel taking readers firsthand into the
brutality of factory life and the opulent lives of
montreal s wealthy when we lost our heads
dazzlingly explores gender sex desire class and
the terrifying power of the human heart when it
can t let someone go

The Parts We Lost

2021-09-01

he s home from the war but his own battle is just
beginning after 9 11 nolan wright knew enlisting
in the army was his ticket out of small town south
carolina he d return a decorated war hero and
finally earn his parents approval but when his
unfinished tour in afghanistan leaves him disabled
he comes home to a life and a family he barely
recognizes benji idolized his older brother but
being abandoned once by nolan was painful enough
now benji shuns him vowing to spend one awesome
summer with his best friend instead that is until
nolan offers benji a real chance at the
relationship he always wanted benji must choose
spend his summer with the best friend who s been
there or with the brother who hasn t but nolan isn
t finding a new normal not even close and the
family he needs is unraveling benji must find a
way to forgive his brother and convince nolan
there is life after war if he fails benji risks
losing his brother forever

In the Time We Lost

2019-10-17

the brand new novel from sunday times bestselling
author carrie hope fletcher our go to for
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spellbinding stories with a magical edge heat
enchanting miranda dickinson a beautiful writer
harriet evans reminded me so much of cecelia ahern
ali mcnamara how many times would you fall in love
luna lark used to love her name but that was
before people started saying it differently i m so
sorry luna are you alright luna everything will be
okay luna luna doesn t want pity what she wants is
a fresh start somewhere she can make headway on
her next novel mend her broken heart and most
importantly keep herself to herself for that luna
needs the most remote place she can find
ondingside a magical little island off the wild
coast of scotland and when the town is cut off on
her first night by a freak july snow storm it
feels like fate but luna soon realises that being
a newcomer in a small town might not be the best
way to blend in people are curious about her
handsome kind coffee shop owner beau in particular
will history repeat itself or will they have a
future powerful magical and utterly romantic in
the time we lost is an unforgettable love story
that will take your breath away perfect for fans
of paige toon and giovanna fletcher

The Light We Lost

2017-05-09

reese witherspoon s book club pick shortlisted for
the hearst big book prima page turners award 2018
a one sitting kind of book fans of one day by
david nicholls will love this stylist magazine two
people one choice what if every love story has a
beginning
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Why We Lost the ERA

2015-07-15

in this work jane mansbridge s fresh insights
uncover a significant democratic irony the
development of self defeating contradictory forces
within a democratic movement in the course of its
struggle to promote its version of the common good
mansbridge s book is absolutely essential reading
for anyone interested in democratic theory and
practice

The Words We Lost (A Fog Harbor
Romance)

2023-04-11

three friends two broken promises one missing
manuscript as a senior acquisitions editor for fog
harbor books in san francisco ingrid erikson has
rejected many a manuscript for lack of defined
conflict and dramatic irony two elements her
current life possesses in spades in the months
following the death of her childhood best friend
and international bestselling author cecelia
campbell ingrid has not only lost her ability to
escape into fiction due to a rare trauma response
but she s also desperate to find the closure she s
convinced will come with cecelia s missing final
manuscript after ingrid jeopardizes her career she
fears her future will remain irrevocably broken
but then joel campbell the man who shattered her
belief in happily ever afters offers her a sealed
envelope from his late cousin cecelia asking joel
and to put their differences aside and retrieve a
mysterious package in their coastal washington
hometown honoring cecelia s last request will
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challenge their convictions and test their
loyalties but through it all will ingrid and joel
be brave enough to uncover a twice in a lifetime
love the words we lost is thought provoking and
tender capturing the transformative beauty of
surviving t i lowe bestselling author of under the
magnolias a poignant masterful exploration of the
enduring power of friendship and love irene hannon
author of the bestselling hope harbor series

What We Lost

2013-04-02

hope can be hard to hold on to when thirteen year
old jody goes missing the national spotlight turns
to samara taylor s small town of pineview with few
clues for investigators to follow everyone is a
suspect including jody s older brother nick but
even as the town rallies in solidarity sam feels
more alone than ever her mother is drifting
farther and farther away while her father grows
increasingly preoccupied as he steps in to help
jody s family in the wake of the disappearance
during the tense uncomfortable days that follow
sam draws closer to nick as the local tragedy
intersects with her personal one national book
award finalist sara zarr delivers a powerful novel
originally published under the title once was lost
about community family faith and one girl s
realization that sometimes you have to lose
everything to find what s been missing all along

What WE Lost

2022-05-05

toronto star 1 bestseller globe and mail and
amazon bestseller we charity had changed the game
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in its 25 years the international development
charity and youth empowerment movement impacted
lives the world over innovation was at its core
while most charities focus on making the world a
better place for our children we charity focused
on making better children for our world founded by
the ubiquitous kielburger brothers we charity
operated more like a silicon valley start up than
a traditional ngo from creating stadium filling
events with a list celebrity ambassadors to
building schools infrastructure a hospital and
even a university at lightning speed the
organization was always full throttle its for
profit partner me to we filled shelves with
socially conscious products that allowed consumers
to track the impact of their spending invited
young people and families to visit and work in
communities we charity supported and channelled
proceeds back into the charity to make it self
sustaining unique and disruptive we generated
energy engagement and accolades but it also bred
misunderstanding and in some quarters resentment
with a long history of propelling youth to act in
support of myriad causes making doing good doable
the slogan went we charity was the ideal candidate
to administer the canada student services grant
cssg program the program if it had happened
involved matching students within non profits in a
summer in which covid had stolen most job
opportunities and then we charity in canada was
gone it didn t crumble it crashed unwittingly
caught in the crosshairs of a partisan fight that
reflects the increasing americanization of
canadian politics we charity was forced to shutter
its doors in canada once a media darling with
politicians of all stripes clamouring to appear at
its events the charity was suddenly a pariah
accused falsely of a litany of wrongdoings
political cronyism governance failures heavy
handed decision making by executives lining the
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pockets of the founders manipulating children
mistreating donors racism and international
corruption many were shocked detractors were
delighted led by fringe commentators the media
quickly piled on allies who spoke out were
castigated and forced to take cover but while most
canadians have heard of the so called we charity
scandal at times forming strong views few are able
to recount the true facts misperceptions and
confusion have ruled the day and many of the most
important voices including those of educators and
young people have gone unreported and unheard in
this book former we board member and lawyer tawfiq
rangwala unpacks the evidence and provides the
critical context around the headline grabbing
controversies that have shaped the narrative
drawing on the factual record his personal
experiences inside the organization and extensive
interviews with supporters and critics rangwala
cuts through the fog and explains what really
happened why it happened and who should be held to
account the author goes even deeper with
insightful compassionate and heartbreaking
interviews with we supporters benefactors and the
politicians that used the awarding of the contract
during the global pandemic crisis to paint a
picture of conflicts of interest and special
favours by the prime minister along the way we
learn what has been lost and the personal cost to
canadians and people around the world more than
just a story of the rise and fall of an iconic
global charity this is a cautionary tale of the
collateral damage that can be levelled by
unchecked partisan politics social media pundits
and sensationalist headlines in the end canadians
are left to ponder whether the real scandal is the
demise of we charity and the values of fair play
and due process that most of us hold dear
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What We Lost

1998

who we lost is the first book that directly
acknowledges the free floating grief of the covid
bereaved affirms that it must be addressed and
offers a purposeful activity that respects
mourners as well as the mourned in 2020

Who We Lost

2023-05-09

the new york times bestseller and a reese s book
club pick this love story between lucy gabe spans
decades and continents as two star crossed lovers
try to return to each other will they ever meet
again this book kept me up at night turning the
pages to find out and the ending did not
disappoint reese witherspoon one day meets me
before you meets your weekender bag the skimm
extraordinary emily giffin he was the first person
to inspire her to move her to truly understand her
was he meant to be the last lucy is faced with a
life altering choice but before she can make her
decision she must start her story their story at
the very beginning lucy and gabe meet as seniors
at columbia university on a day that changes both
of their lives forever together they decide they
want their lives to mean something to matter when
they meet again a year later it seems fated
perhaps they ll find life s meaning in each other
but then gabe becomes a photojournalist assigned
to the middle east and lucy pursues a career in
new york what follows is a thirteen year journey
of dreams desires jealousies betrayals and
ultimately of love was it fate that brought them
together is it choice that has kept them away
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their journey takes lucy and gabe continents apart
but never out of each other s hearts this
devastatingly romantic debut novel about the
enduring power of first love with a shocking
unforgettable ending is love story for a new
generation it s the epic love story of 2017
redbook

The Light We Lost

2017-05-09

a three star general offers an insider account of
the u s wars in iraq and afghanistan explaining
how garbled intelligence poor decision making and
no clear understanding of the enemy resulted in
the failure of both missions

Why We Lost

2014

we as a people of a proud and historic nation
watched our economy become badly fractured from
2001 through 2009 the lust for big power and
wealth has caused some leaders in government
business and religion to demonstrate greater
ambition in achieving their own personal success
than the success and prosperity of the very people
they are responsible for leading and protecting
our political system has lost the ability and
desire to have bi partisan teamwork in making the
quality of life better for everyone as well as
future generations my goal is for us to seek and
find solutions to problems not just whine and
gripe among ourselves for self gain i am a small
town boy from kentucky who was fortunate enough to
attend college on a basketball scholarship and my
college education might not have even been
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possible without athletics three years as a young
marine corps officer gave me an opportunity to see
life from another vantage point forty years as an
executive in the automotive industry an
opportunity to live in eleven different states and
one territory and raising family of five gave me
additional perspectives on life this book has been
born from the memories and actual experiences i
have enjoyed from relationships and friendships
with many interesting personalities from baseball
great roberto clemente to former governor george
nigh of oklahoma along with many top executives in
industry i have seen the good the bad and even the
ugly of life fortunately i have seen so many good
and kind people that the bad and the ugly have
been overcome i hope you enjoy reading have we
lost our common sense as much as i have enjoyed
writing it

Have We Lost Our Common Sense?

2010-09-30

nguyen cao ky served as south vietnam s prime
minister and its vice president during the years
of the vietnam war s escalation and of subsequent
criticism of the war from the u s his memoir
provides an insider s look at the disputes and
corruption within the government of south vietnam
and the diplomatic struggles with the u s during
this time ky who was also a military pilot and
held the rank of marshal gives insight into the
south vietnamese military as well criticizing
inaccurate reporting on the war and drawing
attention to stories that journalists avoided
assessing the u s ambassadors bunker and martin
and the role played by foreign aid nguyen paint an
eye opening picture of how american politics and
elections had a profound effect upon u s allies
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How We Lost the Vietnam War

2002-09-30

an observer best debut novel of 2023 winner of the
2021 merky books new writers prize nik has lots of
questions about his late father but knows better
than to ask his mother avani it s their unspoken
rule but when his grandfather dies nik has the
opportunity to learn about the man he never met
armed with a key and new knowledge about his
parents past nik sets out to unlock the secrets
that his mother has been holding onto his whole
life the things that we lost is a beautifully
tender exploration of family loss and how far we
will go to protect the ones we love

The Things That We Lost

2024-01-11

we ve been sold a bill of goods not out of malice
but out of a fundamental misunderstanding of how
to effectively approach our lives and the world in
order to secure the genuine happiness and
authentic loving relationships we desire in
reclaiming the life we lost along the way we
discover that at the heart of every decision we
make is the intention to reduce our suffering and
satisfy our unmet yearnings authentic love safety
acceptance connection belonging meaning purpose
value appreciation these are the shared desires of
every human being to meet these desires we have
invested tremendous effort yet the quality of life
we have sought continues to elude us the reason is
shockingly simple we have attempted to resolve an
internal problem with external solutions the
outside world can never satisfy our deepest
longings until our inner world makes a critical
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shift in perception and orientation when this
internal shift occurs our experience of everything
outside of us begins to change as well this is the
key to realizing and experiencing the quality of
life we have been seeking for so long discover who
you really are recover your true self bring your
unique gifts to life then share them with the
world this book shows you how to reclaim the life
you were born to live by recovering the authentic
love and deep fulfillment you came out of the
universe to encounter and extend in your own life
and the lives of everyone you touch

Reclaiming the Life We Lost Along
the Way

2014-11-18

a captivating novel about an immigrant vietnamese
family who settles in new orleans and struggles to
remain connected to one another as their lives are
inextricably reshaped this stunning debut is vast
in scale and ambition while luscious and inviting
in its intimacy the new york times book review
when huong arrives in new orleans with her two
young sons she is jobless homeless and worried
about her husband cong who remains in vietnam as
she and her boys begin to settle in to life in
america she continues to send letters and tapes
back to cong hopeful that they will be reunited
and her children will grow up with a father but
with time huong realizes she will never see her
husband again while she attempts to come to terms
with this loss her sons tuan and binh grow up in
their absent father s shadow haunted by a man and
a country trapped in their memories and
imaginations as they push forward the three adapt
to life in america in different ways huong gets
involved with a vietnamese car salesman who is
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also new in town tuan tries to connect with his
heritage by joining a local vietnamese gang and
binh now going by ben embraces his adopted
homeland and his burgeoning sexuality their search
for identity as individuals and as a family
threatens to tear them apart un til disaster
strikes the city they now call home and they are
suddenly forced to find a new way to come together
and honor the ties that bind them

Things We Lost to the Water

2021-05-04

what s happening to parent s relationships with
their kids to find out the author interviewed
hundreds of parents for their opinions many felt
that they were losing their children some thought
they d already lost them some say they didn t care
but in interviews it became obvious that they care
very much and that frustration about their
children s futures in this topsy turvy world has
made them feel powerless the author wrote this
book to find out if the bond is truly rupturing
and if so what parents can do about it while
uncovering data for the book she came to know
great educators teachers psychologists as well as
wise parents she contacted sixty minutes nova
numerous internet sources and learned texts the
opinions of many of these experts as well as
parents comments are included in this book the
author found that most psychologists are competent
caring people ready to help needy clients but many
appeared badly trained or still echo the theories
of freud and erickson and others who criticized
parents for their children s problems many mothers
and fathers feel these criticisms have been
unwarranted and unfair this book will show that
parents are far wiser and more competent than they
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think

Have We Lost Our Children Or Have
They Lost Us?

2008-04

thrilling and terrifying things we lost in the
fire takes the reader into a world of argentine
gothic a world of sharp toothed children and young
girls racked by desire where demons lurk beneath
the river and stolen skulls litter the pavements a
world where the secrets half buried under
argentina s terrible dictatorship rise up to haunt
the present day and where women exhausted by a
plague of violence find that their only path out
lies in the flames

Things We Lost in the Fire

2017-04-06

finalist for the 2020 philip levine prize for
poetry things we lost in the swamp is a lush and
vibrant collection of poems that examines the many
facets of green nature inexperience jealousy
burgeoning love and discovering sexuality as a gay
man it is a slow unfurling it is a love letter to
growth to rediscovery to finally learning how to
unabashedly speak one s truest voice these poems
will make you laugh will make you cry they will
envelop you take you through your darkest forest
then lead you home

Things We Lost In The Swamp

2021-07-26
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for fans of jodi picoult and anna quindlen comes
an astonishingly profound exquisitely written
drama caroline leavitt new york times bestselling
author of pictures of you about a husband and a
wife a missing child and the complicated family
secrets that can derail even the best of marriages
it s been a busy and expensive few years for matt
and elise sorenson and their young daughter gracie
whom they affectionately call little green matt a
manhattan lawyer has just been offered a
partnership and elise s equestrian ambitions as a
competitive dressage rider may finally vault her
into the olympics but her long absences from home
and endless hours of training have strained their
relationships nearly to the breaking point now
they re up in the adirondacks preparing to sell
the valuable lakefront cabin that s been in matt s
family for generations both he and elise agree it
s time to let it go but as they navigate the
memories the cabin holds and come face to face
with matt s teenage crush now an unnervingly
attractive single mother living right next door
gracie disappears without a trace faced with the
possibility that they ll never see their daughter
again elise and matt struggle to come to terms
with what their future may bring the fate of the
family property the history of this not so tiny
town and the limits of matt and elise s love for
each other are inextricably bound up with gracie s
disappearance everything for the sorenson family
is about to change the messy tangle of their past
the harrowing truth of their present and whether
or not their love will survive a parent s worst
nightmare

The Summer We Lost Her

2019-06-04
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lucid and dense with detail everything we lost is
gone girl meets the x files a mesmerizing dive
into the changeling depths of memory and grief
carrie la seur author of the home place and the
weight of an infinite sky

Everything We Lost

2017-08-22

a family of balloon characters tell the story of
their meeting how they made a family and how they
came together to mourn the death of their beloved
pet

The Day We Lost Pet

2018

maddie butler has been haunted for fourteen years
after the suspicious death of a friend when she
was twenty two maddie tried to move on convincing
herself there was nothing she could have done now
in an unfulfilling marriage she realizes how much
the guilt has led to an unhappy life when she runs
into her ex boyfriend the memories come flying
back in full force burdened with regret and
unhappiness maddie wonders how her life could have
been different the next morning she wakes up
twenty six years old and in a completely different
life her daughters don t exist her husband is
nowhere to be found and her friend is still alive
four years after her funeral as maddie navigates
this new world she realizes she is the product of
her own unhappiness but is this new do over
exactly what she needs even if it means never
seeing her daughters again
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The Things We Lost

2023-10-17

grief brought them together revenge threatens to
tear them apart the shock and loss of losing his
mother to murder seventeen year old tristan cooper
is doing everything he can to dull his grief
danielle is drowning under the weight of her life
by suffering her own loss and a mother who can t
cope little do they know someone from tristan s
past is lurking in the shadows ready to use
danielle as deadly bait as the two broken
teenagers grieve together will their romance help
them heal or cause more heartache how will they
cope while trying to stay alive

The Love We Lost

2018-07-11

a son s account of his father s dramatic and life
shaping childhood

What We Lost

2004

when their plane crashes in a remote rainforest
with no adults left alive a group of high school
students struggles to survive against sinister
threats from the jungle and one another in this
tense thriller tom calloway didn t want to go on a
field trip to costa rica but circumstances had him
ending up sitting in the back of the plane which
was the only part that was intact after the crash
in the remote south american wilderness tom and a
small group of his classmates are fortunate to be
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alive but their luck quickly runs out when some of
them fall prey to the unfamiliar threats of the
jungle animals reptiles insects and even the
unforgiving heat every decision they make could
mean life or death as the days go by and the
survivors desperation grows things get even more
perilous not everyone can cope with the trauma of
seeing their friends die and a struggle for
leadership soon pits them against each other and
when they come across evidence of other people in
the middle of the rainforest does that mean they
re safe or has their survival come to an even more
vicious end

The Light We Lost

2022-01-28

it starts with an itch you just can t shake then
comes a fever and a tickle in your throat a few
days later you ll be blabbing your secrets and
chatting with strangers like they re old friends
three more and the paranoid hallucinations kick in
and then you re dead when sixteen year old kaelyn
lets her best friend leave for school without
saying goodbye she never dreams that she might not
see him again then a strange virus begins to sweep
through her small island community infecting young
and old alike as the dead pile up the government
quarantines the island no one can leave and no one
can come back cut off from the world the remaining
islanders must fend for themselves supplies are
dwindling fatalities rising and panic is turning
into violence with no cure in sight kaelyn knows
their only hope of survival is to band together
desperate to save her home she joins forces with a
former rival and opens her heart to a boy she once
feared but as the virus robs her of friends and
family kaelyn realizes her efforts may be in vain
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how can she fight an enemy that s too small to see

When We Were Lost

2019-06-04

making lists we have not managed to organize our
thinking about loss therefore he does the job for
us distributed in the us by trafalgar square
publishing annotation 2004 book news inc portland
or booknews com

The Way We Fall

2022-04-08

nineteen year old michelle doesn t think her
summer could get any worse she s missing out on
the sandy beaches of mexico to work in her father
s bookstore her relationship with her mother is
complicated and to top it all off her co worker is
the captain of the nerd patrol as the replacement
guitarist of river valley s most popular band
rainier s summer is shaping up to be a life
changing one no longer the shy kid who barely
leaves his house he feels alive on stage
everything would be amazing if only he wasn t
stuck working with his boss mean girl daughter
there s a thin line between love and hate will
rainier and michelle take a chance to explore the
connection they can t quite deny or will they
discover some people are too different to make it
work all the things we were is a young adult
contemporary romance great for both teens and
adults it is the third in a series of books each
revolving around a different couple living in the
same small town this story can be read as a
standalone
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Lost Worlds

2004

their own origins myths put them at the scene of
the crucifixion deprived of a home of their own
doomed to a life of wandering and granted by god
the right to steal from other people in order to
survive in the middle ages it was believed they
had come out of egypt and yet their language
shares a number of words with greek and has its
roots in india so who are the romani people really
as one of the last remaining societies in the
western hemisphere with a strictly oral culture
the romani people have no written record of their
history that can be consulted from the early 1990s
linguist yaron matras has been working with the
rom as they call themselves one of a handful of
people to have done so travelling widely in
central and eastern europe studying their language
and learning their dialects he has witnessed their
campaign for recognition in i met lucky people
matras gives us the first comprehensive account of
their culture language and history it is a story
of the echoes of a rich past left in language and
customs and of how the changing fortunes of europe
throughout the centuries have been imprinted on
romani culture the romani people are a nation like
few others without territory national sovereignty
or formal institutions and with no tradition of
agriculture or ownership of land as the wider
global society that surrounds them struggles to
define itself what will become of the roms unlike
other groups who have won a measure of inclusion
in recent decades they have struggled to have
their voice heard if they are to have a future it
is time we brought our thinking about them out of
the dark ages and into the modern world yaron
matras is professor of linguistics at the
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university of manchester and editor of the journal
romani studies his involvement with romani issues
began in the advocacy and civil rights arena
matras was media relations officer to the roma
national congress from 1988 1995 and founding
editor of romnews one of the very first advocacy
information services on romani issues he has
worked closely with the open society institute s
roma programmes is a founding member of the
european academic network on romani studies and
has led several large scale research projects on
romani language and culture including an
international research consortium on romani
migrations he is the author of over a dozen books
and numerous chapters and articles on romani
language and culture and speaks the romani
language fluently

All the Things We Were

2017-10-25

the acclaimed editor of the new york times book
review takes readers on a nostalgic tour of the
pre internet age offering powerful insights into
both the profound and the seemingly trivial things
we ve lost named one of the ten best books of the
year by chicago tribune and the dallas morning
news a deft blend of nostalgia humor and
devastating insights people remember all those
ingrained habits cherished ideas beloved objects
and stubborn preferences from the pre internet age
they re gone to some of those things we can say
good riddance but many we miss terribly whatever
our emotional response to this departed realm we
are faced with the fact that nearly every aspect
of modern life now takes place in filtered
isolated corners of cyberspace a space that has
slowly subsumed our physical habitats replacing or
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transforming the office our local library a
favorite bar the movie theater and the coffee shop
where people met one another s gaze from across
the room even as we ve gained the ability to
gather without leaving our house many of the
fundamentally human experiences that have
sustained us have disappeared in one hundred
glimpses of that pre internet world pamela paul
editor of the new york times book review presents
a captivating record enlivened with illustrations
of the world before cyberspace from voicemails to
blind dates to punctuation to civility there are
the small losses postcards the blessings of an
adolescence largely spared of documentation the
rolodex and the genuine surprises at high school
reunions but there are larger repercussions too
weaker memories the inability to entertain oneself
and the utter demolition of privacy 100 things we
ve lost to the internet is at once an evocative
swan song for a disappearing era and perhaps a
guide to reclaiming just a little bit more of the
world irl

I Met Lucky People

2014-02-06

funny erudite and fascinating bywater s lost
worlds is a treasure trove of spectacularly
miscellaneous knowledge all of it worth knowing
about things lost and gone many of them worh
regretting bywater writes with a razor sharp wit
and flashes of real profundity his magpie genius
has found a dazzling outlet here preview by a c
grayling first page
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Argument by Hon. Chauncey M.
Depew ... Before the Assembly
Railroad Committee, Against the
Railroad Commission Bills, and
the Anti-freight Discrimination
Bills, in the Assembly Chamber,
Thursday, March 9th, 1882

1882

set in the past and present lemongrass hope is a
captivating and unpredictable love story with a
dose of magical realism and time travel that fans
of authors such as audrey niffenegger alice
hoffman and toni morrison will appreciate and
embrace like liane moriarty s the husband s secret
lemongrass hope weaves together ordinary lives and
events to tell an extraordinary tale of connection
loss renewal and of course hope as kate sutton s
decade long marriage to rob erodes and unravels
kate fears that the secrets she guards from the
world including rob s emergency room proposal and
a whirlwind love affair from her past have always
doomed her fate when she unwittingly receives a
glimpse at what her life could have been like had
she made different choices all those years ago it
is indeed all she could have ever wanted a
confirmation of her greatest hope and her greatest
fears lemongrass hope will draw you in with
characters so relatable and real you will cheer
for them one moment and flinch the next a tale
that invites you to suspend disbelief or perhaps
decide to believe once and for all in the potent
power of love and connection over time and choice
oh and the dress there s this lemongrass dress
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100 Things We've Lost to the
Internet

2021-10-26

a captivating story of two young women bound
together by the tragedy of two very different wars
perfect for fans of katie flynn and maureen lee

Lost Worlds

2005

El Salvador Military and Economic
Reprogramming

1983

Lemongrass Hope

2014-10

The Poppy Factory

2014-08-28
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